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Chaos – not Victory – is the Empire’s “Name of the
Game”

By Peter Koenig
Global Research, May 06, 2015

Theme: US NATO War Agenda

“Once  again  a  country  “liberated”  by  the  West  is  sinking  deeper  and  deeper  into
chaos.” Global Research. 

This  could  be  anyone  of  the  countries  in  conflict,  where  Washington  and  its  Western  and
Middle Eastern stooges sow war – eternal chaos, misery, death – and submission.

This is precisely the point: The Washington / NATO strategy is not to ‘win’ a war or conflict,
but to create ongoing – endless chaos. That’s the way (i) to control people, nations and their
resources; (ii) to assures the west a continuous need for military – troops and equipment –
remember more than 50% of  the US GDP depends on the military industrial  complex,
related industries and services; and (iii) finally, a country in disarray or chaos, is broke and
needs money – money with hardship conditions, ‘austerity’ money from the notorious IMF,
World Bank and other associated nefarious ‘development institutions’ and money lenders;
money that equals enslavement, especially with corrupt leaders that do not care for their
people.

That’s the name of the game – in Yemen, in Ukraine, in Syria, in Iraq, in Sudan, in Central
Africa,  in  Libya….  you  name  it.  Who  fights  against  whom  is  unimportant.  ISIS  /  ISIL  /  IS  /
DAISH / DAESH / Al-Qaeda and whatever other names for the mercenary killer organizations
you want to add to the list – are just tags to confuse. You might as well add Blackwater, Xe,
Academi and all its other successive names chosen to escape easy recognition. They are
prostitutes for the Zionist-Anglo-Saxon Empire, prostitutes of the lowest level. Then come
elite prostitutes, like Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Bahrain and other Gulf States, plus the UK and
France, of course.

President Hollande has just signed a multi-billion euro contract with Qatar for the sale of
24 Rafale fighter jets. He is now heading to Riyadh for talks with the Saudi King Salman, and
to sell more Rafale planes – it’s good business and helps killing off the fabricated enemies;
and also to attend a Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) summit on 5 May. Topics of discussions
at the meeting are the ‘crises’ of the region including in Yemen, planted by the west on
behalf of Washington (and its Zionist masters) and blamed on the ‘rebels’ who are seeking
merely a more just government.

The west has invented a vocabulary so sick, it’s like a virus ingrained in our brains – or
what’s left of it – that we don’t even know anymore what the words really mean. We repeat
them and believe them. After all, the MSM drills them into our intestines day-in and day-out.
People who fight for their freedom, for survival against oppressive regimes, are ‘terrorists’,
‘rebels’.  –  The  refugees  from  Africa,  from  the  Washington  inflicted  conflict-stricken
countries, the refugees of whom more than 4,000 have already perished this year trying to
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cross  the  Mediterranean  for  a  ‘better  life’  –  they  have  been  conveniently  renamed
‘immigrants’. Often the term ‘illegal’ is added. Thus, the west’s conscience is whitewashed
from guilt. Immigrants are beggars. Illegal immigrants belong jailed. They have nothing to
do with unrest and chaos planted by the west in the ‘immigrants’ home countries. – Shame
on you, Brussels!

Back to chaos – Mr. Hollande knows very well that his jets are being used to serve the
master and spread more havoc in the region, more death, more disaster, more misery, more
slavehood – more refugees drowning in the Mediterranean Sea – more everlasting chaos,
people  at  the  edge  of  survival,  people  who  can  no  longer  fight  for  their  country,  for  their
resources, for their freedom – as they must just fight for their sheer survival, for the survival
of their kids and families. That’s empire.

Tell me – is someone who sells weapons, fighter planes – other types of killing machines, to
countries, knowing quite well  that these weapons are being used for killing people, for
destroying countries – is such a person not a mass-murderer? A war criminal of the worst
kind?

Mr. Hollande, in addition to being a war criminal, he is a perfect bigot who believes at the
end of the day a few crumbs of the Big Loot will fall into his plate – and that he may swim
with his masters in a lush sea of milk and honey. Does he think he has to safe the economy
of his grand country that produced the likes of Victor Hugo, Stendhal, Balzac, Dumas – by
selling killing machines to other stooges of the empire? – Does he not care that 83% of his
electorate despise him?

Spreading unrest, chaos, misery – that is what Washington and its vassals do best. They do
not want to ‘win’ wars; they want eternal chaos, misery; people who can be subdued easily
– full spectrum dominance, they call it. 

And since the US army and its big brother (or sister) NATO cannot be everywhere, doesn’t
want to be seen everywhere, they hire to kill. Washington invents and creates, then funds
with its endless money stream, the ISILs, Daesh’s, AlQaedas – and the repertoire grows as
the masters please – to fight for them, to kill for them, to produce chaos and false flags – so
that eventually they – NATO and the Pentagon bulldozer – can come in and make believe
‘destroying’  those mercenaries  that  they generated in  the first  place.  But  the mainstream
media won’t tell you the truth.

They have you believe that the Houtis, a secular humanitarian left-leaning group of Shias,
and the Sunnis are fighting each other in Yemen for power; that the Saudis and their GCC
cronies are just freeing Yemen from a bunch of terrorists; that the Houtis are supported by
Iran  (a  predominant  Shia  country)  –  recently  vehemently  denied by  a  UN official  –  so,  the
Houtis have to be subdued. At the same time there is more reason for Washington to put yet
another blame on Iran. Once the Houtis are dominated and killed off in sufficient numbers, a
puppet president will be put in place, like the ex-President Saleh, or his successor Hadi, so
that  Washington  can  keep  calling  the  shots  –  oppressing  the  country’s  population  to
maintain unlimited access to the strategic port of Aden – and to the Gulf.

Ukraine is the same: Are ISIS / ISIL/ Daesh, Al Qaeda, or whatever their names may be, in
the Ukraine? – You bet they are, under the command of CIA and some 6,000 US troops,
trainers of course. They train the Kiev troops how best and fastest to kill their brothers in the
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Donbass; they train them how to create lasting chaos. And if the soldiers refuse to be
trained to kill their brothers, the Kiev Nazi regime will shoot them as traitors. Point blanc. So
easy. So that nobody will resist.

Not least, the US military ‘advisors’ and CIA with the help of their hired killers, the Kiev
Nazis, the ISIS / Daesh / AlQaeda, are attempting to provoke President Putin into war –
possibly a third World War. Yes, the third in less than hundred years, potentially devastating
Europe, and possible the world. So far, the world has been spared this disaster, largely
thanks to Mr. Putin’s wise strategy of non-confrontation.

So  –  no  question  whether  the  ISIS  /  Daesh  /  AlQaeda  are  in  the  Ukraine.  They  are
everywhere the empire orders them to be. That’s what they are paid for.  That’s what
prostitutes  do.  Especially  created  prostitutes;  well-paid  prostitutes.  Ideology  is  just  a  fig
leave, conveniently used by the western media – so we all may believe that the Muslims are
evil,  some even more  than others.  The  west  must  fight  them,  because  they  are  a  serious
and present danger for  our freedom, our liberty our democracies –  and especially  our
neoliberal everything-goes free market values.

Because that is the ultimate goal: humans as a market commodity, dispensable, reducible
to  cannon  fodder,  to  be  killed  off  in  masses  by  (poisoned)  genetically  modified  food,  by
drones, by bombs, by artificially created famine, so that at the end the survivors are serfs to
a small elite which controls the four corners of the globe and ALL its resources, to maintain a
lifestyle of exceptional people – yes, the exceptional nation, will be reduced to a bunch of
exceptional people living in grand splendor.

Remember Henry Kissinger’s infamous words, the vision of one of the most atrocious war
criminals still alive today – another Nobel Laureate (sic) – spoken some fifty years ago: “Who
controls the food supply controls the people; who controls the energy can control whole
continents; who controls money can control the world.”

These words ring truer every day. But only as long as we allow it; as long as We, the People,
We the 99.999% of the globe’s inhabitants, allow it.

Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He is also a former World Bank staff
and worked extensively around the world in the fields of environment and water resources.
He writes regularly for Global Research, ICH, RT, Sputnik News, the Voice of Russia / Ria
Novosti, TeleSur, The Vineyard of The Saker Blog, and other internet sites. He is the author
of Implosion – An Economic Thriller about War, Environmental Destruction and Corporate
Greed – fiction based on facts and on 30 years of World Bank experience around the globe.
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